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One of the grand challenges of amphiphilic self-assembly is the
design of ordered structures whose morphology or shape can be
explicitly and dynamically controlled by adjusting the properties
of the amphiphiles or their surroundings. Such a capacity would
enable researchers to create synthetic systems with functionality
that meets or exceeds biological cells, and provide a robust plat-
form for a broad range of engineering applications such as artifi-
cial tissues, drug delivery, and separation membranes. Despite sig-
nificant progress, important fundamental questions remain unan-
swered, due in part to the limited resolution andthe restricted pa-
rameter spaces that are readily accessible in experiments. Compu-
tational studies thus provide an important complement to experi-
ments, enabling in-depth insight into underlying mechanisms and
an exploration of the parameter spaces for behavior that has not
yet been achieved in experiments. In this review, we briefly intro-
duce fundamental concepts and pertinent experiments related to
dynamic shape modulation in self-assembled amphiphiles. Then,
in the bulk of the review, we survey the most influential simula-
tion studies that investigate and identify approaches to control the
self-assembled shape of amphiphiles, with an emphasis on kinetic
and mechanical effects. Finally, we conclude with a perspective on
prospective research directions in this exciting field.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Observing and studying how organisms behave have en-
abled human beings to develop new technologies or op-
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timize existing ones. One particularly noticeable phe-
nomenon in living systems is the self-assembly of am-
phiphilic molecules into organized structures to create
separate aqueous compartments. Examples include cell
membranes that protect the interior of all cells from the
outside environment [1, 2], and exosomes that trans-
fer molecules between different parts of the organisms
via membrane vesicle trafficking [3, 4]. Amphiphiles
are comprised of both solvophobic and solvophilic seg-
ments, and when dissolved in aqueous solutions at
a concentration above the critical micelle concentra-
tion (CMC) [5, 6], they self-assemble into structures
of various sizes and shapes, including micelles, tubular
structures, fibers, unilamellar vesicles, and multilamel-
lar vesicular compounds. In more concentrated systems
they further organize into a multitude of ordered pat-
terns [7, 8].

Self-assembly of both naturally occurring and syn-
thetic amphiphiles have been widely used to achieve
biomimetic behaviors [9, 10, 11] and to guide bottom-
up nanotechnology for the purpose of engineering new
materials with novel functions [12, 13]. Since the early
2000s, there has been explosive growth in the number
of scientific reports regarding amphiphile self-assembly.
Most of the existing studies have focused on under-
standing equilibrium or near-equilibrium self-assembly.
Researchers have identified a number ofmolecular prop-
erties (e.g., chemical identity [14, 15], segment length
ratio [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 15]) as well as environmen-
tal variables (e.g., solvent quality [22, 23, 24, 25, 26])
that give rise to the plethora of self-assembled struc-
tures described above. This work has significantly im-
proved our understanding of the fundamental chemistry
and physics of amphiphilic self-assembly, and provides
invaluable guidance for creating tailor-made structures
for desired applications.

Interest in out-of-equilibrium and dynamic self-
assembly has increased in recent years enabling exciting
new fields such as “morphogenic engineering” and intel-
ligent “self-architecturing” systems [27, 28, 29]. We use
the term “out-of-equilibrium assembly” or “dynamic self-
assembly” to mean a system that is subject to local or
external sources of energy that drive the system away

from equilibrium (and possibly keep it away from equi-
librium) to form different or more complex (and hope-
fully more desirable) structures than is possible at equi-
librium. Dynamically self-assembled structures depend
not only on the physical properties and chemical interac-
tions between differentmolecular segments, but also on
dynamic variables, such as time-varying changes to the
environment, chemical reaction rates, and more. Non-
equilibrium processes provide a pathway for forming
structures with constant energy input and dissipation,
thus giving rise to more complex biomimetic behaviors.

While exciting progress has been made in both equi-
librium and non-equilibrium assembly [30, 31, 32, 33],
current technology remains considerably limited com-
pared to biological systems. In the latter, cells can intelli-
gently communicate through signaling, they can harness
external mass, energy and information to move through
rugged energy landscapes, and they can execute a se-
ries of autonomous behaviors including formation of or-
dered structures, division, and reproduction. By con-
trast, control of assembly processes in synthetic sys-
tems relies on either bottom-up assembly driven by sim-
ple, static interactions, or top-down manipulation with
limited degrees of freedom. In cases that are out-of-
equilibrium, such control is even harder due to the con-
stant input and dissipation of energy, and knowledge re-
garding such dynamic processes is still limited. Conse-
quently, control of self-assembled amphiphilic systems
remains largely empirical, and there remain significant
open questions about the methods and fundamental
principles that will permit emulation of the behaviors
listed above.

In this review, we will focus on studies related to the
non-equilibrium control of either the global or local shape of
an individual amphiphilic aggregate. By “control”wemean
the design of particle interactions, molecular chemistry
and conformations, solvent environment to form a de-
sired structure and reliably manipulate the morphologi-
cal changes. The control strategies in the context of our
discussion are summarized in Fig. 1, including (a) in situ
modification of environmental variables to cause global
morphological transition (i.e., change of the morphology
of the entire assembly), (b) inserting external surfactants
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(a)

(b)

(c)

F IGURE 1 Schematic illustration of global and local
morphology change. (a) Global transition of the
morphology of the entire assembly; (b) Local structural
change of self-assembled amphiphiles; (c) Mechanical
stress-induced morphology change in amphiphilic
assemblies;

or using enzymatic reactions to modify the local struc-
tures of a self-assembled amphiphile (i.e., change the
shape of part of an assembly), and c) exerting mechani-
cal stress that generates shape changes such as distor-
tion, rupture, protrusion and so on.

It is of fundamental interest to obtain mechanistic
insights into morphological control of amphiphilic ag-
gregates for several reasons. First, self-assembled am-
phiphiles with controllable shapes may be the key to ap-
plications such as drug delivery with a high drug load-
ing, spatially separated nanoscale reactions, and syn-
thetic morphogenesis. Second, understanding the phys-
ical principles behind synthetic systems may shed light
on the principles governing cellular morphing behavior
in biological systems. Finally, understanding fundamen-
tal mechanisms will increase our capacity to synthesize
or reverse engineer biomimetic cellular materials with
precise hierarchical microstructures, potentially leading
to materials that are healable, growable, or otherwise
possess novel properties.

In addition to a focus on the manipulation of the
global or local shape of an aggregate, we will restrict
our attention to simulation studies. With increasing
computer power, computer simulations have gained in-
creasing importance in understanding amphiphilic self-
assembly in recent years. They complement experi-

ments by providing rational models for investigating the
structure and dynamics of self-assembly at a molecu-
lar level and beyond. Computer simulations are espe-
cially important for understanding shape control of am-
phiphilic assemblies for at least two reasons. First, sim-
ulations lead to a greater understanding of fundamen-
tal mechanisms. That is, they provide a way to both
generate and test hypotheses that can be used to ex-
plain existing experimental observations. This will be es-
pecially important for non-equilibrium assembly, where
molecular-scale dynamics that are hard to measure play
a critical role. Second, simulations provide a relatively
easy and cheap way to explore different parameters via
so-called in silico experiments. This feature of simula-
tions will enable one to guide experiments by predict-
ing potentially viable structures that have not yet been
synthesized, thereby significantly reducing the time and
cost it takes to discover novel materials.

The rest of the review is organized as follows. We
first discuss some fundamental concepts of curvature,
and briefly introduce some practical ways to create ei-
ther a global or a local morphological change to the
amphiphilic assemblies in Sec. 2, which are crucial for
the purpose of our discussion and might point to new
directions of theoretical studies. We then provide an
overview of the different types of simulation techniques
that have been used to study amphiphilic self-assembly
processes in Sec. 3. We will then discuss recent simula-
tion results organized into two distinct types of mecha-
nisms for controlling morphology. In Sec. 4, we discuss
the first: simulations where kinetic effects result in ei-
ther a global or a local morphological transition. These
kinetic effects include environmental variables such as
temperature, solvent condition, and solute species, in-
sertion of external surfactants, and reaction-induced
modification of either the amphiphiles or their surround-
ings. In Sec. 5, we discuss the second: simulationswhere
mechanical effects including spatial confinement, exter-
nal flow, and internally generated active stress lead to
a distortion of the shape or even an instability of the
self-assembled structure. Finally, we conclude by pro-
viding some synthesis of the current direction of the
field, and we propose some prospective research direc-
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tions for the future in Sec. 6.

2 | THEORIES AND EXPERIMENTS
OF SHAPE-CHANGING BEHAV-
IORS OF SELF-ASSEMBLED AM-
PHIPHILES

Before addressing the question of how to simulate the
shape change of self-assembled structures, we first elab-
orate on fundamental concepts regarding the morpholo-
gies of self-assembled amphiphiles and briefly review
some pertinent experimental observations to date.

2.1 | Principles of shape control

The self-assembly behavior of amphiphilic surfactants is
a balance of a series of factors such as the relative hy-
drophobicity ofmolecular segments and conformational
entropy. In the literature, there are two ways generally
used to describe the shape of amphiphilic assemblies,
either from a molecular perspective, or describing the
tendency of bending at a larger length scale.

The simplest way to explain self-assembly behavior is
to use the molecular packing parameter [34]. The pack-
ing parameter of an amphiphile, shown in Fig. 2, is cal-
culated as

p =
v0
al0

(1)

where v0 and l0 are the volume and the length of the
amphiphile tail, respectively, and a is the equilibrium
area per amphiphilic molecule at the head-tail inter-
face [34, 35]. The packing parameter p is a measure of
preferred geometry adopted by amphiphiles, and empir-
ically correlates with simple self-assembled shapes with
p < 1/3 corresponding to spheres, 1/3 < p < 1/2 corre-
sponding to cylinders, and 1/2 < p < 1 corresponding
to bilayers or vesicles.

While the packing parameter relates the self-
assembled amphiphiles to molecular information and
gives a qualitatively accurate prediction of morpholo-
gies, it does not provide quantitative information such

F IGURE 2 Left: drawing of amphiphiles showing
the packing parameter. Right: schematic
demonstration of interfacial mean curvature (H) and
Gaussian curvature (K). Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 35. Copyright 2003 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

as size and extent of bending. However, the packing pa-
rameter can also be connected to larger scale properties
such as membrane curvature parameters [35, 36],

p = 1 + H l0 +
K l 20
3

(2)

whereH and K are themean andGaussian curvature, re-
spectively. The mean and Gaussian curvature are given
by

H =
1

2

(
1

R1
+ 1

R2

)
(3)

K =
1

R1R2
(4)

where R1 and R2 are the radii of curvature at a specific
point on the surface along the two principal directions,
both of which are perpendicular to one another and per-
pendicular to the tangential plane at the point. H and
K (or R1 and R2) offer a geometric characterization of
a self-assembled structure and provide a quantitative
description of the surface profile. By convention, the
curvature is negative when the surface bulges towards
the interior of the self-assembled structure, and positive
when it bends towards the exterior compartment [37].

The spontaneous curvature of an amphiphile is an
alternate way to conceptualize the shape of an am-
phiphilic assembly without relying on the assumptions
of the packing parameter model. Spontaneous curva-
ture describes the intrinsic tendency of an amphiphile to
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

(g) (h)

(i) (j)

F IGURE 3 Summary of molecular mechanisms for inducing curvature change in homogeneous monolayer (a-d),
hybrid monolayer (e-f), and bilayer (g-j) amphiphilic assemblies: (a) Packing parameter change; (b) Anchored
molecules; (c) Large particle adhesion; (d) Small particle adhesion; (e) Miscible case; (f) Phase separated case; (g)
Asymmetric amphiphile density; (h) Asymmetric solvent condition; (i) Asymmetric composition; (j) Asymmetric
adsorption density.

form curved structures with the lowest bending energy
subject to no bending resistance or constraints [38, 37, 39].
Like the packing parameter, the spontaneous curvature
depends on molecular properties such as composition,
exposure to aqueous environments, the relative size of
the head and tail, etc., but it is conceptually tied to the
structural length scale rather than the molecular [38].
As such, the spontaneous curvature does not have a
simple relationship to molecular properties and is often
calculated in simulation studies and used to understand
the assembly behavior in unperturbed systems [37, 39].
Consequently, the difference between the actual and
spontaneous curvature is key to interpreting how the

system will evolve.

We identify ten molecular mechanisms for modify-
ing the curvature of homogeneous monolayers, hybrid
monolayers, and bilayer assemblies, and each is sum-
marized with a cartoon in Fig. 3. For homogeneous as-
semblies, the most intuitive way, as demonstrated in
Fig. 3 (a), is to modify the chemistry of the amphiphile
and change the packing parameter [40, 41]. As illus-
trated in Fig. 3 (b), curvature is also modified when
molecules or surfactants are tethered to the surface of
the assembly. Such an anchored molecule will create a
curvature change by increasing the configurational en-
tropy [42, 43, 44]. Particles that adhere to the surface
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can also alter curvature, but the mechanism differs with
particle size. This is important because particles that in-
teract with amphiphilic assemblies span several orders
of magnitude, ranging from sub-nanometer-sized ions
to micron-sized objects. If the adhesive particle is large
enough (i.e. the radius is larger than the thickness of
the assembled structure), the particles can impose their
curvature onto the surface, as demonstrated in Fig. 3
(c) [45]. Alternatively, when small solute particles are
decorated to the surface as shown in Fig. 3 (d), the cur-
vature depends on the size and concentration of adhe-
sive particles. The induced curvature is a result of bal-
ancing the enthalpy and entropy between the particles
and the amphiphiles. There are also established the-
ories for predicting this adsorption-induced curvature
change [46, 47].

Assemblies composed of molecules with more than
one packing parameter (hybrid assemblies) can also in-
duce curvature changes. As demonstrated in Fig. 3
(e), when the two types of molecules are miscible with
each other, curvature occurs to accommodate all the
molecules in the same aggregation [48]. When the
two molecules are immiscible and tend to phase sepa-
rate, one might observe domain-dependent behaviors
as drawn in Fig. 3 (f). The emergent curvature can
be controlled by the intrinsic repulsion between the
two components, the composition ratios of the two
molecules, as well as other environmental conditions
that affect the interaction between the molecules and
the solvent [49, 50, 51].

Specifically for the bilayer structures, curvature
can be driven by asymmetric properties in the two
leaflets [39, 37]. In fact, a perfectly symmetric bilayer
is extremely exceptional, and often only serves as a
minimal model for understanding basic physics. Leaflet
asymmetry can be caused by a variety of reasons. For
instance, as shown in Fig. 3 (g), the density of the am-
phiphiles within the two leaflets can be different, and
this difference causes the bilayer to bend towards the
high-density leaflet [37]. Even when densities are sim-
ilar, when exposed to different solvent environments,
curvature could still emerge due to distinct interactions
between the amphiphile and different solvents [52, 53],

as shown in Fig. 3 (h). In cases where the membrane
is composed of two or more amphiphiles with different
conformations and spontaneous curvatures, Fig. 3 (i), or
when the two layers are exposed to different solvent
environments, the bilayers have a tendency to demon-
strate a stress-induced curvature [54]. Alternatively, as
described by Fig. 3 (j), when particles get adsorbed by
the solvophilic head groups, the difference in adsorp-
tion density can give rise to a change in curvature. Here
a higher adsorption density imposes a higher pressure
onto the head groups, thus driving the bilayer to bulge
towards the leaflet with higher adsorption density [37].

With even more fine control of local packing param-
eter, we could also anticipate a shape-control rationale
based on choosing the molecules of a specific packing
parameter at each point along the surface of the self-
assembled structures can give rise to a spontaneous
curvature distribution that maps the desired morpholo-
gies [55]. Such modifications can possibly happen at dif-
ferent length scales, depending on the variations of de-
sired structures [56, 57, 58, 59].

2.2 | Experimental observations of
morphology control

Despite the large list of theoretical mechanisms listed
above, there are still a significant amount of experimen-
tal observations that remain unexplained. One of the
major reasons for this is process complexity; there are
oftenmultiple mechanisms that can influence aggregate
shape occurring simultaneously in a given system. In
addition, theories on dynamic morphological control of
amphiphiles are still incomplete, leaving lots of open
questions regarding non-equilibrium self-assembly. Ac-
cordingly, we categorize somenoteworthy experimental
work here, with the hope of providing future direction
and inspiration for researchers in the theory and simula-
tion community.

In biological systems, many self-assembled struc-
tures exhibit a unique combination of properties. They
generally form closed surfaces to separate different
aqueous compartments, and possess the robustness
and stability to sustain the separation, while keeping
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some level ofmass exchange between the different com-
partments. Aside from robustness, these biological am-
phiphilic assemblies are also highly flexible and exist in a
fluid state, which means that they can migrate with rela-
tively fast lateral diffusivity and easily adapt to the fluc-
tuations in the environment, thereby enabling remodel-
ing of composition and topology [60, 61]. Such fascinat-
ing remodeling processes have also been found in syn-
thetic amphiphilic assemblies or in in vitro experiments.

In synthetic systems, amphiphilic chemistry and com-
position and the environment surrounding the am-
phiphiles affect the global equilibrium morphology of
the assembly. Small molecules such as lipids and lyso-
somotropic surfactants tend to form aggregates with
thinner layers of ordered structures and good perme-
ability, whereas amphiphilic copolymers typically have
molecular weights ranging from 1000 to 15,000 g/mol
and form structures with thicker assembled layers and
poor permeability [62]. Hybrid amphiphilic copoly-
mer/lipid assemblies are also emerging that combine
the functionality of lipids with the robustness of copoly-
mer chains and form morphologies with desired prop-
erties [63]. Systematic studies have also shown that
changing amphiphile molecular weight also significantly
affects morphology. For instance, poly(butadiene)-
b-poly(ethylene oxide) (PB-b-PEO) was observed to
form different morphologies at different hydrophilic
PEO block lengths [64]. With increased PEO block
length, morphologies switch from vesicles to cylin-
ders to spheres due to an increased contribution to
the spontaneous interfacial curvature [64]. Similar
changes occur when solvent quality is adjusted. Shen
et al. reported a ternary phase diagram of polystyrene-
block-poly(acrylic acid) (PS-b-PAA) copolymer in diox-
ane/water mixtures [65]. They observed a sequence of
morphologies from pure spheres to spheres/rods, pure
rods, rods/vesicles, and pure vesicles as water content
increased due to an increasing interfacial tension be-
tween the core and the corona [65].

In addition to these more well-defined equilibrium
structures, amphiphilic assemblies can also undergo sig-
nificant transitions in morphology subject to dynamic
in-situ adjustment of external conditions including pH,

temperature, ionic strength, and so on [22, 66]. In situ
modifications to the amphiphiles, such as changes to the
chemistry of the molecules or side chain lengths, can
also render similar shape transitions [67, 19]. Some of
the more intricate manipulations can be achieved using
non-equilibrium techniques. For example, solvent vapor
annealing can be used to control the ordering and orien-
tation of nanodomains [68], and dual/hybrid responsive
amphiphilic assemblies have been shown to exhibit step-
wise conformational changes in response to a combina-
tion of various external stimuli [69].

Besides techniques for changing the global morphol-
ogy, several approaches have been proposed to induce
a local shape change of self-assembled amphiphiles. Lo-
cal shape change requires some kind of spatial hetero-
geneity on length scales at or below the size of the
assembly. The most intuitive technique for doing so
is through microinjection of a solution in the external
environment near the assembled structure [70, 71, 72,
40, 41]. Creating a difference between the fluids in-
side and outside of a vesicle (i.e., an enclosed basic
solution and external acid solution) is an alternative
way of observing independent shape-changing behav-
iors of the two monolayers [52]. The spontaneous cur-
vature changes in the above cases are mainly attributed
to the chemical modification and the subsequent rear-
rangement of amphiphiles. One can also observe local
shape change by introducing tethered molecules (e.g.,
proteins) to create stress-induced spontaneous curva-
ture changes, thus forming membrane necks in a con-
trolled manner by adjusting the concentration of the
bounded molecules [73, 74].

More advanced approaches to realize local shape
controls are also possible within hybrid amphiphile as-
semblies or using enzyme-induced catalytic reactions.
In the first scenario, the hybrid system is composed
of both stimulus-inert and stimulus-responsive am-
phiphiles, for example a pH-inert block copolymer and
a pH-responsive cationic switchable lipid. External stim-
ulus will only result in property changes to the stimulus-
responsive species, thus triggering a series of local
structural variations including protrusions, shape fluctu-
ations, and fission [75]. Such shape change behavior can
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also be fine-tuned by controlling the ratio of the inert
to responsive components [75]. In the second scenario,
Miele et al. reported a similar case to Ref. 52, with a
different pH environment inside and outside the vesi-
cles [53]. Instead of manually changing the outside pH,
they enclosed urea/urease inside the lumen of a vesicle,
and the urease-catalyzed hydrolysis reaction can change
the interior pH, leading to vesicle fission [53].

In addition to all the kinetic effects discussed above,
mechanical stresses also significantly affect the shape
and stability of amphiphile assemblies. For instance, mi-
crofluidic techniques have been applied to assembly of
amphiphiles with uniformly distributed sizes and mor-
phologies [76]. Unlike assembly in bulk solutions, the
laminar flow in microfluidic channels could provide ac-
curate and consistent control over the motion of am-
phiphilic molecules [77]. Meanwhile, spatial confine-
ment could reliably manage the size of microstructures,
and the interfacial tension between the channel and the
molecules could serve as a template of alignment [78,
79]. Another example would be amphiphilic assemblies
in shear flow. The elastic response of the molecules to
shear often results in elongated shapes, or in case of
very strong shear, leads to complete rupture of the struc-
ture [80].

Finally, dynamic morphology control of the self-
assembled amphiphiles has a wide array of potential
applications, as far-from-equilibrium dynamic behavior
possesses many similarities to autonomous biological
behaviors that involve chemical signaling and communi-
cation pathways. Such smart responsive materials have
attracted considerable attention in a wide variety of
research areas including drug delivery, coatings, water
purification, sensor materials, artificial tissues, and so
on [81, 82, 83, 84].

3 | OVERVIEW OF SIMULATION
TECHNIQUES OF MODELING AM-
PHIPHILE SELF-ASSEMBLY

The rapid development of computing systems has facil-
itated theoretical studies of physical processes such as

amphiphile self-assembly. One major advantage of com-
puter simulations is that they allow access to time and
length scales that are very hard or impossible to study
in laboratory settings. The literature on the physics of
amphiphile self-assembly is vast, ranging from atomistic-
level approaches [85, 86] to statistical field theories [87,
88]. Fig. 4 shows the most common classes of simu-
lation methods including all-atomistic models, coarse-
grained models, and continuum phase field models, ar-
ranged by accessible time and length scales.
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t
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All-atomistic

Coarse-grained

Continuum

F IGURE 4 Illustration of different types of
simulation methods. The accessible length scale and
time scale increase from all-atomistic models at small
scales, coarse-grained models at intermediate scales,
and continuum models at the largest scales.

Atomistic-level simulations are carried out at rela-
tively small length scales, and can explore chemically-
specific interactions. Consequently, such results usually
reveal the in-depth mechanism of amphiphilic behavior
within the accuracy limits imposed by methodological
limits (e.g., the force field) [89]. However, the timescale
of atomistic level simulation is on the order of picosec-
onds to several nanoseconds, which severely limits its
application to assembly processes with long relaxation
times [89].

Field theory models stand in stark contrast to
atomistic-level simulations and can reach much larger
length and time scales, but sacrifice small length-scale
accuracy. For example, phase field models are widely
used in science and engineering to model a variety
of moving interface phenomena, suitable for studying
fluid mechanics on a mesoscopic scale [90, 91]. Self-
consistent field theory (SCFT) is a frequently used field
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theory method for simulating polymer systems, appro-
priate for investigating equilibrium morphologies and
phase diagrams of inhomogeneous systems [92, 93, 94].
However, special techniques are required to use field
theory techniques for amphiphile solutions because the
mean-field assumption breaks down when there are
structures such as micelles and vesicles in the solu-
tion [95].

Coarse-grained (CG) molecular models serve as a bal-
anced trade-off between efficiency and accuracy, and
have been extensively applied to studying the equilib-
rium behavior of amphiphile self-assembly in the past
two decades. Simpler (more “coarse-grained”) CG mod-
els provide a generalized understanding of the qualita-
tive behaviors of amphiphilic systems [96, 97, 98, 99],
while more detailed (“fine-grained”) CG models have pa-
rameters that are mapped to specific chemistries to bet-
ter compare to experimental observations [100, 101,
102]. There are also many studies focused on the equi-
librium (or metastable) morphologies of block polymer
micelles and vesicles. Much of this literature focuses
on connecting molecular properties (e.g., block length,
solvent/polymer interaction parameter) to the final self-
assembled structure [103, 104, 105, 106, 98, 107, 108,
109, 110, 111].

The above models are solved using either particle-
based or field-based simulation methods. The most
frequently used methods for particle-based models in-
clude molecular dynamics (MD) [112], Brownian dynam-
ics (BD) [113], dissipative particle dynamics (DPD) [114],
and Monte Carlo (MC) methods [115]. In MD, one
solves Newton’s equations of motion between atoms
or coarse-grained “beads”, with pairwise potentials be-
tween the beads determined by the particle chemistry.
MD is typically the method of choice for all-atom sim-
ulations. BD is a type of Langevin dynamics (usually
an overdamped Langevin equation) that models the mo-
tion of particles when there is a disparity in length/time
scales between particles of interest and some back-
ground solvent. The random force describes the ther-
mally driven motion and kinetics, but does not intrinsi-
cally include hydrodynamics, which must be accounted
for separately. DPD is a more coarse-grained method

with a softer pairwise potential, which means that the
particles can overlap and easily move past each other.
It also accounts for the thermal fluctuation through a
random force, but unlike BD, it includes hydrodynamic
interactions with an additional dissipative force. MC
uses advanced random sampling techniques to obtain
ensemble averages of energy and entropy. A big advan-
tage of MC is that judicious choices of random move
sets can potentially avoid commonly encountered ki-
netic frustrations and long relaxation time scales in MD-
type methods, making it appropriate for studying the
equilibrium states of systems. Finally, there are a vari-
ety of methods for solving field-based simulations such
as phase-field models and SCFT. These typically rely on
well-established techniques for solving partial differen-
tial equations [116], but there must be special consider-
ations for complex-valued models and thermally fluctu-
ating fields [95].

The above techniques encompass the broad cate-
gories of models and methods available for simulating
the formation of self-assembled structures, andwe have
only provided a brief introduction to them here. In the
next two sections, we will discuss how these methods
have been modified, extended, and applied to provide
meaningful insight into the manipulation of the global
and local morphology of amphiphilic assemblies.

4 | SIMULATION OF MORPHOL-
OGY CONTROL DUE TO KINETIC
EFFECTS

As discussed in previous sections, the conventional ra-
tionale for designing self-assembled amphiphiles gen-
erally relies on thermodynamic-based reasoning. In re-
ality, assembled structures are often trapped at some
random metastable state—a state at a local free en-
ergy minimum—and the equilibrium structure might not
be reached within a reasonable time scale [117, 118].
Moreover, kinetically trapped structures that formmore
complicated morphologies could possibly even con-
tribute to making new materials [119, 120].

In this section, we review recent simulation work
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regarding self-assembled amphiphiles whose morphol-
ogy is controlled via kinetic effects. This is not to
be confused with equilibrium or near-equilibrium self-
assembly under various conditions where a system is
carefully perturbed about an equilibrium state. Kinetic
effects result from an abrupt change, due to either top-
down inputs or bottom-up signals that are applied to a
system to drive it away from its current state, thus re-
sulting in structures that might not exist in the equilib-
rium regime. In such a system, the free energy profile
may not give useful insight into how the system self-
organizes due to the potential for path-dependency of
self-assembly.

Here, we consider three different cases where kinet-
ics can affect the morphologies of self-assembled struc-
tures. We first focus on applying top-down changes
to global properties of the system, such as titration of
pH, annealing to different temperatures and so on, to
adjust the interactions between the amphiphilic compo-
nents or between the surfactants and the solvent envi-
ronment. This usually results in an overall transition of
the morphology, e.g., micelle to vesicle to multivesicu-
lar, or disorder to order transitions. Second, we discuss
the effect of inserting extra surfactants or molecules
to the system and how this can result in morphological
changes. Finally, it is also possible to simulate a localized
change in the amphiphile systems, thusmodifying the lo-
cal curvature of the equilibrium structure, say from flat
to concave or convex, which is often seen in behaviors
such as endocytosis.

4.1 | Applying global changes to induce
shape transition

There are a large number of metastable states on a
“rough” free energy landscape that can be accessed
through rapid quenching or annealing via changes in
pH, temperature, pressure, or other system proper-
ties [121, 122, 123, 124, 125]. Quenching and an-
nealing techniques can create structures that are oth-
erwise inaccessible because there are kinetic processes
in self-assembled amphiphile systems with very differ-
ent timescales. Generally, quenching takes milliseconds

to seconds, while the self-assembly processes of am-
phiphilic molecules can be on the order of seconds or
even hours [121, 122]. We survey here cases where
global conditions, specifically temperature, solute con-
centration, and solvent quality, are used to trigger a
shape transition. The intent here is not to survey ex-
haustively all the global variables that can be controlled.
Rather, we want to highlight some examples to demon-
strate the methodology and analysis that can be useful
to study the process-directed/path-dependent phenom-
ena in non-equilibrium shape transition. We also want
to draw some general conclusions from these results re-
garding how simulations can assist in understanding the
fundamentals of shape control, andwhat can potentially
be improved for more accurate and advanced outcomes.

4.1.1 | Temperature-induced shape
change

Thermoresponsive amphiphiles are one of the most
studied systems that give rise to interesting morphol-
ogy transitions, since they exhibit drastic transitions in
solubility at either an upper critical solution temper-
ature (UCST) or a lower critical solution temperature
(LCST) [126, 127, 128, 129, 123, 130]. Molecules that
demonstrate UCST behaviors dissolve in solution when
the temperature is above the UCST, whereas molecules
with LCST tend to mix with solvent when the temper-
ature is below the LCST. The main advantage of using
temperature is the ease of control, and therefore it is
relatively easy to perform cycling changes compared to
some of the other global variables. Computational sim-
ulation techniques have been used to provide details of
these dynamic processes, thereby assisting the in silico
design of thermoresponsive amphiphiles for specific ap-
plications.

One of the pioneering simulation works of con-
trolled conformational modification was done by
Rodríguez-Hidalgo et al. where they used DPD to
study the thermoresponsive behavior of poly(2-(N-
morpholino)ethylmethacrylate)–b-poly(sulfobetaine
methacrylate) (PMEMA–b-PSBMA) copolymer [128].
PMEMA–b-PSBMA copolymers form micelles in water
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F IGURE 5 eDPD simulations of double thermoresponsive diblock copolymers. (a) Morphology evolution of
micelles undergoing thermal annealing at different heating rates. (b) Size distribution of the final micellar structures
at different heating rates. (c) Demonstration of the heating-cooling cycle of double thermoresponsive vesicles. (d)
Micelle flowing through a thermally variant channel. (e) Corresponding temperature, velocity and energy profiles
along the flow direction. Reprinted with permission from Ref. 123. Copyright 2016 American Chemical Society.

with PSBMA-cores at low temperature, and PMEMA-
cores at high temperature. Rodríguez-Hidalgo et al.
explored self-assembly behavior using two different
temperature profiles. In the first, they performed
simulations with a continuous thermal input, where
they changed the interaction parameters between
the polymer and solvent to gradually increase the
temperature from 276 K to 333 K with an increment
of ∆T = 1 K. They observed three phases during the
transition, i.e. micelle dissociation, free chain stabiliza-
tion, and formation of inverse micelles, which agrees
qualitatively with the experimental observations [128].
In the second, they investigated a one-step annealing to
heat the system directly to 333 K from an equilibrated
system at 276 K. The latter simulation results revealed
a two-step inversion, including the contraction of

PMEMA blocks, and the extension of PSBMA blocks
with simultaneous formation of PMEMA cores [128].
Rodríguez-Hidalgo et al. concluded that the transitory
states are controlled by the combination of the critical
solution temperatures of each block and the rate of
temperature increase. They also postulated that by
adjusting the LCST and UCST of the different blocks,
one can possibly manipulate and predict the local
micellar structure by controlling the heating rate [128].

The Karniadakis’s group used a different simulation
method called energy-preserving DPD (eDPD) method
to investigate temperature-dependent processes [131,
129, 123]. The eDPD formulation treats internal energy
as a degree of freedom, thus enabling the simulation of
transient and local behaviors of thermoresponsive block
copolymers under dynamic conditions such as heating
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rates and inhomogeneous temperature of the environ-
ment [131, 129]. Tang et al. used the eDPD method
to study the non-equilibrium micellization process of
double-thermoresponsive diblock copolymers with one
UCST block and one LCST block (LCST-b-UCST) [123].
They investigated the dynamic processes under a couple
of different scenarios. Similar to the previous authors,
they first examined an inverse micellization process at
different heating rates by comparing the final structure
of a continuous heating procedure to that of an abrupt
temperature change. As shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), the
continuous heating process produces larger aggregates
with a wider distribution of size due to fusion of smaller
ones, whereas the abrupt temperature change gener-
ates a population of smaller micelles with a narrower dis-
tribution of size. These results clearly demonstrate the
non-equilibrium nature of micelle inversion, and provide
a potential approach to tune the size and distribution of
thermoresponsive micelles [123].

Tang et al. also studied the thermoresponsive be-
havior of unilamellar vesicles when subject to repeated
heating–cooling cycling, as shown in Fig. 5(c). They
tested heating-cooling rates ranging between 5 µs/cycle
and 1.25 ms/cycle and observed collapsing vesicles at
both very low and very high thermal loading frequen-
cies. Testing at intermediate frequencies resulted in a
vesicle survival rate of around 50–70%. The collapse of
vesicles at low frequencies can be reasonably ascribed
to the relatively persistent condition where both blocks
interact similarly with the solvent [123].

To emulate the process of drug delivery cargo trav-
eling in a circulatory system, they also simulated am-
phiphilic assemblies flowing through vessels with an
uneven distribution of temperatures [123]. They com-
pared aggregates of three different components, in-
cluding LCST-b-hydrophilic, LCST-b-UCST, and non-
responsive diblocks. Simulated transitions of micelles
are shown in Fig. 5 (d). The LCST-b-hydrophilic micelle
undergoes disassociation after passing through the ves-
sel, the LCST-b-UCST micelle is inverted when reach-
ing the lower temperature end, and the non-responsive
micelle has no apparent changes throughout the pro-
cess [123]. The corresponding temperature, velocity

and energy profiles for the non-responsive and LCST-b-
UCST micelles are shown in Fig. 5 (e). There is clearly a
major difference in the interfacial energy between the
two cases when the micelles experience similar temper-
ature transitions [123]. These results validated the ap-
plicability of eDPD to studying dynamic thermal pro-
cesses, and provided valuable evidence for potential
applications of thermoresponsive amphiphiles in con-
trolled loading/release of drug delivery systems.

4.1.2 | Solvent-induced shape change

Owing to the natural solvent selectivity of different seg-
ments of amphiphiles, morphological change can also be
triggered by a change in solvent conditions to form a
rich diversity of micellar morphologies [133, 134, 135,
125, 136, 137]. The formation of various structures
could be a consequence of different mechanisms. For a
given type of amphiphile, the packing parameter could
be significantly different when solvated in polar or non-
polar solvents, thus forming different structures [135].
In addition, in systems with more than one solvent, the
solvent ratio can be adjusted to tune the final assem-
bled structures [137, 132]. Finally, amphiphiles with
more complex molecular structures or higher molecu-
lar weights tend to form more complicated morpholo-
gies when quenched between different solvent condi-
tions [136]. The reason is two-fold: complex molecules
(a) intrinsically contain more degrees of freedom for
forming more complex assemblies [138], and (b) have
longer relaxation times and larger energy barriers, thus
creating more long-lived metastable structures. In this
section, we summarize simulation results for the above
mechanisms, with the intention to expand our percep-
tion of how complex metastable structures can form us-
ing solvent annealing approaches.

CG particle simulations have been regularly used for
simulating solvent-induced shape change, where (sim-
ilar to temperature changes) quenches can be mod-
eled by altering the interaction between solvent and
amphiphilic components. For example, Fu et al. ex-
amined the role of solvent on the self-assembly of
peptide amphiphiles (PA) using CG molecular dynamics
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 6 Solvent-induced kinetic control of self-assembled amphiphiles. (a) Morphology transition from
spherical micelles to kinetic controlled morphologies after peptide cleavage. Reprinted figure with permission from
Ref. 125. Copyright 2008 by the American Physical Society (b) The snapshots show the closure of rod-like micelles
upon adding THF solvent. The change in total energy, as well as the three components, i.e. interfacial energy,
end-cap energy and bending energy, are plotted to show the contribution of each component. Adapted with
permission from Ref. 132. Copyright 2017 Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

(CGMD) simulations [139]. Instead of the commonly
used Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential, they adopted discon-
tinuous potentials (i.e., hard-sphere and square-well po-
tentials) to model the collision dynamics. Hydrogen
bonding, which plays a vital role inmicrostructure forma-
tion, was modeled with a direction-dependent square-
well potential. The solvent effect was modeled using an
implicit approach that allows for a larger scale calcula-
tion [139]. The simulated systems started from random
initial conditions that were quickly quenched to three
different types of aqueous media, in which the tails dis-
played different levels of solvophobicity and packing pa-
rameters. At the lowest solvophobicity, PA molecules
form small aligned β sheets due to the hydrogen bond-
ing between the peptides. The small sheets then gradu-
ally aggregate together to form an open network with-
out obvious segregation of the solvophobic cores. At
intermediate solvophobicity, PA molecules first assem-
ble into spherical micelles. The micelles then bump into
each other to form a cylindrical nanofiber with verti-
cally aligned β sheets. At the highest solvophobicity,
PA molecules also form spherical micelles. Instead of
a cylinder with secondary structures, the micelles even-
tually merge into worm-like micelles without any sec-
ondary structures [139].

We can draw several conclusions from the above re-
sults. The formation of stable solvophobic domains is
largely due to solvophobic interactions, whereas the or-
ganization of secondary microstructures and directional
alignment are ascribed to hydrogen bonding. The fi-
nal assembled structure is a consequence of the inter-
play between the solvophobic interaction and hydro-
gen bonding. Moreover, based on the micellization
pathway at intermediate solvophobicity, solvophobic in-
teractions have a dominant effect on the early-stage
behavior of PA assembly, and hydrogen bonding con-
tributes more to the subsequent alignment and the for-
mation of elongated structures. This yields a qualita-
tive understanding of how solvent conditions affect the
self-assembly of PA molecules, and provides meaning-
ful guidance for experimental design to produce desired
structures.

CG models have also been used to investigate
shape change behavior in mixtures of different sol-
vents, where both slow solvent addition and fast sol-
vent addition have been studied. Campos-Villalobos
et al. performed CGMD simulations to understand
the self-assembly behavior of poly(ethylene oxide)-b-
poly(butylmethacrylate) (PEO-b-PBMA) in a THF/water
mixture [137]. They modeled PEO-b-PBMA in mix-
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tures of different ratios of THF to water, mimicking the
process of slowly adding water, and discovered a vari-
ety of structures including random clusters, kinetically-
trapped spheres, spherical and cylindrical vesicles, dis-
persed bilayer structures, and lamellar phases [137]. Gu-
mus et al. performed a series of DPD simulations to in-
vestigate the impact of fast solvent quenching on the
self-assembly behavior of bottlebrush copolymers, de-
noted as (C-g -Ak /Bm )n), with A as solvophobic beads, B
as solvophilic beads, and C as slightly solvophobic back-
bone beads [136]. The fully relaxed homogeneous poly-
mer solutions were immediately quenched into a bad
solvent condition for the A blocks. A number of non-
equilibrium nanostructures were revealed under differ-
ent conditions of miscibility between solvophilic and
solvophobic blocks, molecular weight, and solvent qual-
ity [136]. Both results suggest that solvent quenching
could give rise to non-equilibrium structures due to the
relatively slow relaxation of amphiphilic molecules be-
tween different solvent conditions. However, in order
to obtain a more quantitative understanding of solvent
kinetic trapping, characterization of different time scales
is still needed.

More complex structures, such as vesicular and
toroidal structures, can also be formed by quenching
into different solvent conditions. Though these struc-
tures are energetically less favorable due to a large
bending energy, they can still form spontaneously due
to entropic or kinetic driving forces. He et al. used a
phase field model to simulate the formation pathway
of complex micellar structures at different solvent con-
ditions by adjusting the Flory-Huggins parameter be-
tween the solvophilic segment and the solvent [125].
They simulated solvent quenches directly from a homo-
geneous state to the target conditions, and typical time
series that led to the formation of toroidal structures are
shown in Fig. 6 (a). From these and similar calculations,
they constructed a state diagram of the metastable mor-
phologies and determined that the morphology transi-
tions from vesicles to spheres and rods to toroidal struc-
tures with increasing solvophilicity. In addition, they
found that there were two distinct pathways of forming
complex micelles. One is the coalescence of multiple

small micelles, the other is the growth of individual mi-
celles. The pathway the system takes is largely depen-
dent on the polymer concentration [125]. Both mech-
anisms corroborate the importance of the presence of
initial nuclei, since they serve as a template for growing
further structures. Thus adjusting the number of initial
nuclei is a potential way of controlling the formation of
complex structures. Starting with initial seeds of differ-
ent shapes is another promising approach to guide struc-
ture formation.

Yang et al. also studied toroidal structure formation
in water/THF mixture with BD simulations [132]. They
proposed an alternative mechanism of forming toroids
by end-to-end closure of rodlike micelles. They started
with a self-assembled rod-like micelle in water, and then
gradually decreased the compatibility between the mi-
celle core and shell in a step-wise fashion, mimicking the
process of gradually adding tetrahydrofuran (THF) sol-
vent to the system. The simulations, shown in Fig. 6 (b),
reveal an increased bending of the rod-like micelle with
the addition of THF [132]. Eventually the ends of the
rod-likemicelle enclose to form a toroidal structure. The
simulation results have very good qualitative agreement
with their reported experimental results, and they yield
a possible explanation for biological processes such as
DNA molecules forming toroidal bundles [132].

To further understand the driving forces for morphol-
ogy change during solvent quenching, Yang et al. calcu-
lated the contributions of three different components
to the total free energy, namely the interfacial energy
(Eint), the end-cap energy (Ee) and the bending energy
(Eb). As shown in Fig. 6 (b), adding THF solvent results in
a higher total free energy due to the increase in the first
two components (interfacial and end-cap energy), and
the rod-like micelles tend to bend themselves and close
the end to reduce the unfavorable exposure of solvo-
phobic components. Therefore, the formation of closed
toroidal structure is a consequence of balancing the end-
cap energy and bending energy [132].
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4.1.3 | Solute-induced shape change

Solute stimuli are also often used to control the mor-
phologies of self-assembled amphiphiles, especially
ionic surfactants [140, 141, 142, 143, 124, 144, 145].
Unlike the solvent-induced shape changes where the in-
terfacial energy change is driven by different solvent en-
vironments, solute-induced change often involves mod-
ifying the chemistry of the amphiphilic molecules. Dy-
namic rearrangement is generally due to a chemical
change of a specific ionic functional group (e.g., a car-
boxyl group or an amino group) in response to a change
in pH or ionic strength [146]. In this section, we discuss
simulations of solute-induced shape changes caused by
selective salt and pH changes in the system. Note
that these simulations use models at a variety of length
scales, thus providing information at different levels of
resolution enabling mechanistic insights from different
perspectives.

At the atomistic scale, Zhang et al. performed all-
atom MD (AAMD) simulations to study the effects
of salt on the conformation and mobility of a salt-
responsive copolymer poly(OEGMA-co-TFEA) [147].
They compared the conformations of a single chain in
pure water and in a NaCl solution. Looking at the
simulation snapshots, they saw that the polymer chain
takes on a more extended conformation in pure water,
whereas with in presence of NaCl the chain folds into a
globular shape [147]. By comparing the pair-wise radial
distribution function, they concluded that the change in
conformation is due to the affinity of sodium ions with
the ether oxygen atoms of OEGMA segments, result-
ing in partial dehydration of the polymer chains [147].
Importantly, these atomistic-level simulations not only
provide a visualization of how conformations of single
molecules change in the presence of salt, but they also
provide detailed information such as interatomic dis-
tances and energies that are inaccessible in mesoscopic
models where coarse-graining has “smeared out” such
information.

At the mesoscopic scale, simulations can provide
information about dynamics, due to larger accessible
length and time scales. Along these lines, a DPD

simulation was reported by Rodríguez-Hidalgo et al.
studying the formation of PMEMA-b-PSVBP inverse
micelles in water with the addition of different inor-
ganic salts [148]. In pure water, PMEMA-b-PSVBP
copolymers form spherical micelles with PSVBP-core
and PMEMA corona. Using stabilized micelles as the
initial condition, they investigated three different salt-
addition protocols: (i) adding NaBr first followed by
NaSO4, (ii) adding NaSO4 first followed by NaBr, and
(iii) the simultaneous addition of NaBr and NaSO4. The
simulation results demonstrated three distinct kinetic
pathways for micelle inversion, which matched quali-
tatively with experimental observations [148]. In case
(i), they observed a direct disassociation of the micelle
upon adding NaBr, followed by the formation of in-
verted micelles after adding NaSO4. In case (ii), micelle
fusion occurredwith the addition ofNaSO4, and the sub-
sequent inversion happened with simultaneous ascent
and immersion of two blocks. Finally, in case (iii), an in-
termicellar fusion mechanism dominated the inversion
process under the combined effects of both inorganic
salts [148].

This latter study provides a useful example of both
the power and the challenges ofmesoscopic simulations
for understanding and predicting the dynamic pathways
of micelle shape change. As discussed above, the DPD
simulations by Rodríguez-Hidalgo and co-workers qual-
itatively match experimental observations of pathway-
dependent behavior of micelle inversion kinetics. How-
ever, their model makes some drastic physical approxi-
mations that make this result somewhat puzzling. For
example, electrostatics were included only through ad-
justments to the soft DPD repulsive potentials, and
the salts NaBr and NaSO4 were modeled as single
non-dissociated coarse-grained beads. As is sometimes
the case with mesoscale models, one is left to spec-
ulate whether the physical principles that were omit-
ted (in this case charge physics and dissociating ionic
species) are insignificant for modeling the micelle inver-
sion process in salt solutions or whether these specific
results are serendipitous. Either way, additional investi-
gation with mesoscale models that specifically include
these phenomena or a more rigorous mapping between
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atomic and mesoscale models for this or similar prob-
lems would go a long way to helping to solve such puz-
zles.

Simulations that model pH-responsive amphiphilic
systems are also important, because pH is one of
the more effective shape modulators in both in vivo
and in vitro settings [144, 145]. Yu et al. studied
the pH-dependent self-assembly of carboxy-terminated
polyester dendrimers [144]. They first performed
AAMD simulations for each pair of components to
map the Flory-Huggins parameters between a coarse-
grained representation of the molecule. They then per-
formed DPD simulations to simulate pH-dependent be-
havior, with electrostatic interactions modeled using a
smeared charge approach with exponential decay [149,
144]. In the DPD simulations, a change in pH is modeled
by changing the degree of ionization, i.e. the number of
charged carboxyl groups. They proceeded to examine
the effect of pH onmorphology by simulating dendrimer
assembly as a function of pH by applying a step-change
in pH to random initial conditions. In the simulation re-
sults, they observed a transition from spherical micelles
to wormlike micelles to bilayer sheets to vesicles as pH
increased [144]. Although the authors only modeled a
process of a rapid one-step change in pH, the method
should be easily extended to more gradual pH changes
between different states by using different initial condi-
tions.

Luo et al. used a similar procedure to study pH-
sensitive drug loading and releasing processes from as-
semblies of the amphiphilic block copolymer poly(amino
ester)-b-poly(ethylene glycol) (PAE-b-PEG) [145]. Simi-
lar to the previous study, Luo et al. also mapped binary
Flory-Huggins parameters fromMD simulations in order
to obtain a more coarse-grained DPD model that could
reach longer time-scales. In PAE-b-PEG, the PAE block
can convert from hydrophobic to hydrophilic upon pro-
tonation with the breakage of hydrogen bonds between
the drug and the PAE beads. Luo et al. observed that af-
ter protonation of PAE, the PAE blocks of the assembled
structures are rapidly swollen with solvent and the hy-
drophobic cores start to collapse. Eventually, themicelle
structures are destabilized into soluble diblock copoly-

mer chains and the drug is simultaneously released. The
morphology and the pathway of pH-dependent load-
ing/releasing from simulations are qualitatively compa-
rable to the experimental observations [145].

The results by Luo et al. provide invaluable insights
into pH-responsive behaviors of amphiphiles, and more
questions could also be addressed with their model.
For example, one could test the hypothesis that pH-
dependent micelle stability scales with the PAE block
length, since the degree of segregation is known to
scale with χN. Additionally, there are interesting ques-
tions that could be addressed about the interactions be-
tween the properties of molecular load (i.e., a drug) and
shape-changing behavior. Modeling different rates of
pH change may also assist the exploration of drug de-
livery within different circulatory paths due to the dis-
tinct physiological pH conditions in different organs and
tissues. We anticipate that exploring a wider parameter
space with the current model would grant us a more sys-
tematic understanding of such pH-responsive systems.

4.2 | Local modification of
self-assembled amphiphiles

Until now, we have been focused on global changes
to the entire morphology of an amphiphilic assembly.
Zooming in and focusing on the local shape of a self-
assembled structure, one can often observe regions
where amphiphiles behave differently due to either a
difference in membrane composition or a difference
in the environment. An example of the former is a
vesicle whose membrane can phase separate into com-
partments of different amphiphiles with a lateral exten-
sion [150, 151]. An example of the latter case is a vesi-
cle whose membrane is exposed to heterogeneous sol-
vent conditions, e.g. different enclosed and external sol-
vents [53]. A common fascinating connection between
these local morphological changes is the phenomenon
of symmetry-breaking, which is an essential process in
biology to increase complexity and functional specializa-
tion [152]. The emergence of asymmetry in synthetic
structures is also appealing due to the enriched chemi-
cal and mechanical properties that can be applied to dif-
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 7 Insertion-induced shape change. (a) Fission process of a hybrid vesicle induced by inserting external
surfactants. Amphiphile A is represented by dark blue/light blue. Amphiphile B is colored in yellow/light green. The
inserted molecules are in red/green. The images are taken at 6000, 20000, 86000, 106000, and 118000 simulation
steps, with the top panel showing the whole structure, and the bottom showing a cross-sectional view. Reprinted
with permission from Ref. 153. Copyright 2009 American Chemical Society. (b) Membrane shape changes with and
without lipid scramblase. Top: a cross-sectional view of simulation without lipid scramblase. Bottom: a
cross-sectional view of simulation with scramblase, indicated as the aggregated gray rods. Corresponding time
stamps and number differences of lipids between the two monolayers are described in the text below each snapshot.
Reprinted from Ref. 154 under the terms of Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 licence.

ferent research areas.

We will organize our discussion around two distinct
paradigms that researchers use to achieve local shape
control of amphiphilic assemblies. One is through the
insertion of external molecules to rearrange the distri-
bution of amphiphiles and remodel the shape of assem-
bled structures. The other is to create bottom-upmanip-
ulation through catalytic reactions. Chemical reactions
can alter shape by several mechanisms including modi-
fication of the length of amphiphilic segments, cleavage
of side chains or end groups from the amphiphile, al-
teration of the chemical identity (and properties) of am-
phiphiles, or changes to the local solvent environment.

4.2.1 | Effect of inserting external
molecules

Interacting with external surfactants can effectively
alter the composition of self-assembled structures,
hence tuning the phase behavior and structural prop-
erties [155, 156, 56, 157, 154]. Yang et al. reported

a facile approach of inducing budding/fission of hybrid
vesicleswith the addition of extra surfactants [153]. The
initially assembled vesicle was composed of two differ-
ent amphiphiles A and B, and each formed a separate
domain in the vesicle. A third amphiphilic surfactant C,
with a similar chemistry to amphiphile B, was then in-
troduced and got drawn into the vesicle. As shown in
Fig. 7 (a), most of the C surfactants accumulate within
the B domain in the outer corona of the vesicle due
to the higher miscibility between B and C, meanwhile
forming a budding region. As time progressed, the bud-
ding region gradually elongates and eventually detaches
from the parent vesicle to form a smaller hybrid vesi-
cle of B and C. It is noteworthy that the insertion of C
only happened in the outer corona, causing an asymme-
try between the outer and inner layers of the vesicle.
The outer layer tends to bulge outwards to accommo-
date the rearrangement of all the surfactants, and once
the adsorption is above a critical point, the domain com-
pletely separates from the original vesicle due to the
strong area difference effect [158]. The authors also
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discussed a list of factors that can affect the insertion-
induced shape change, including the concentration, the
tail length and bending rigidity of the C surfactant [153].

Insertion and adsorption of nanoparticles can have
a similar effect on self-assembled structures. Siggel
et al. demonstrated that nanoparticles can affect struc-
ture by modifying amphiphile chain kinetics [154]. They
showed that protein nanoparticles (lipid scramblase) em-
bedded in a bilayer membrane can serve as a shuttle to
facilitate the translocation of amphiphiles between the
two monolayers, hence relaxing the assembled struc-
ture to reorganize into different shapes. Siggel et al.
simulated the effect of adding scramblase nanoparticles
to an asymmetric bilayer membrane that initially con-
tained a stable bud shape [154]. Upon the insertion
of the scramblase nanoparticle, flip-flop events started
to occur. During the process, there is an obvious ac-
celeration of lipid flipping compared to the case with-
out scramblase nanoparticles, shown in Fig. 7 (b). Once
the system overcame the energy barrier between bud-
ding and flat membrane, the budding region relaxed to
a metastable flat bilayer, even if there was still a signifi-
cant difference between the number of lipids in the two
monolayers [154]. The oriented migration of lipids regu-
lated by the scramblase nanoparticles opens up a novel
pathway for inducing controlled morphological changes
in bilayer membranes.

The discussed bilayer shape changes are caused by
the change in property symmetries between the two
monolayers. In the first scenario, asymmetry is cre-
ated due to the direct insertion of a foreign molecule
to the outer layer. In the second scenario, the bound
nanoparticle assists the amphiphile transport between
the two layers, thus diminishing the asymmetry in am-
phiphile density between the two monolayers and cre-
ating a flatter surface. The simulations not only provide
a detailed visualization of the occurrence of asymmetry
or symmetry, but also explains how such changes hap-
pen. To the best of our knowledge, similar approaches
to the first scenario have recently been applied in lipid
membranes, where fission or necking could be induced
by bounded protein molecules at different concentra-
tions [74]. More quantitative controls remain to be ex-

plored, including the size and stiffness of the bounded
proteins. The second technique has not yet been re-
ported in any synthetic systems. As such, these simu-
lations serve as a useful prediction tool for finding novel
methods of controlling bilayer shape.

4.2.2 | Catalytic reaction-induced
modification

Chemical reactions, especially enzyme-catalyzed reac-
tions, are considered as one of themost efficaciousways
to realize dynamic self-assembly. Compared to both
physical and chemical stimuli discussed in the previous
sections, shape manipulation with enzymatic reaction
exhibits a number of advantages. Some enzymatic ac-
tivities are built-in functions in living organisms, there-
fore displaying better biocompatibility when applied to
in vivo research and applications. Enzymatic reactions
also have excellent specificity with few side reactions
and high yield, meaning that they can exert more precise
control over the system. In addition, the kinetics can be
fine-tuned by the concentration and spatial distribution
of the catalyst, providing better viability for forming dif-
ferent structures. We discuss here several examples of
reaction-driven local modifications in more detail, hop-
ing to demonstrate the potential of the catalytic reac-
tion paradigm to direct dynamic self-assembly, as well
as promote some of the more advanced modeling tech-
niques that can help further the development of this line
of research.

We first discuss an example given by Wright et al,
where they simulated a catalytic reaction of functional
group cleavage [102]. They presented DPD simulation
results, along with experimental data, to understand the
kinetic control of the self-assembly of peptide–polymer
amphiphiles (PPA), and investigated the effect of cat-
alytic reaction under different solvophobicity of the
polymer segment. They performed and compared two
sets of simulations. In the first, they investigate the
equilibrium morphologies of the already truncated PPA.
In the second, they mimic the kinetically driven shape
transition due to peptide cleavage. In the former, PPAs
with different solvophobic polymer segments assemble
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(a) (c)(b)

F IGURE 8 Catalytic reaction-induced kinetic control of self-assembled amphiphiles. (a) Morphology transition
from spherical micelles to kinetic controlled morphologies after peptide cleavage. Reprinted with permission from
Ref. 102. Copyright 2019 American Chemical Society. (b) Chain-growth reaction-induced metastable morphologies
at steady states. Pink and blue represents the solvophobic and solvophilic components, respectively. The gray rods
represent the free homopolymer chains. The structures remain vesicles when the driving force is low to induce
shape change (the top panels), and convert to worm-like micelles or perforated vesicles when the driving force is
high (the bottom panels). Adapted with permission from Ref. 159. Copyright Science China Press and
Springer-Verlag GmbH Germany, part of Springer Nature 2019. (c) Enzyme-embedded membrane undergoing
catalytic reaction. Top: altering the local solvent condition. The converted solvent particles are shown in red.;
Bottom: modifying the chemistry of solvophobic block. The converted solvophobic beads are colored in mauve.
Adapted from Ref. 160 with permission from the Royal Society of Chemistry.

into spherical micelles. In the latter, as shown in Fig. 8
(a), spherical micelles remain unchanged after peptide
cleavage at low solvophobicity of the polymer segment,
whereas at relatively high solvophobicity the reactions
result in a large vesicular structure through the fusion of
smaller micelles.

Most of the in silico results match qualitatively with
the experimental observations [102]. However, there
are also some limitations of the models. As the authors
themselves pointed out, the soft repulsive potentials are
not appropriate to model polymer segments (i.e., the
polystyrene segment) with a high glass transition tem-
perature. Additionally, they modeled the enzymatic re-
action by instant deletion of side chain beads after equi-
libration, which only approximately represents the lim-
iting case of ultra-fast reaction and does not account
for the stochasticity and spatial inhomogeneity of the
catalytic reaction. Nevertheless, the simulation results
demonstrate that enzymatic reaction can give rise to

nonequilibrium transitions of self-assembled structures,
and that the resulting structures can be highly pathway-
dependent [102].

Another emerging trend that can benefit from the
catalytic reaction is the in situ modification of the am-
phiphilic segment lengths [159, 161, 162]. Designing
amphiphilic molecules that have different lengths and
molecular weights can significantly alter the final as-
sembled structures. Approaches such as polymeriza-
tion induced self-assembly that enables dynamic growth
of different blocks can possibly render complex hierar-
chical self-assembled morphologies [161]. Along these
lines, Xu et al. reported simulations using a DPD model
to account for the motion of particles, and a stochas-
tic reaction model to simulate the bonding reaction be-
tween a homopolymer (A4) and an amphiphilic diblock
(A2B6) [159]. The simulation of this dynamic process re-
veals the formation of irregular morphologies such as
perforated vesicles, as shown in Fig. 8(b). Such exotic
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structures can only be observed at a relatively fast reac-
tion rate with suitable reversible reactions. The author
concluded that the fast reaction significantly alters the
local composition of the system, hence causing an in-
crease in the local surface tension that induces the for-
mation of pores at the vesicle surface [159].

Alternatively, given an already-assembled aggregate,
one can incorporate enzymes, either docking to the sur-
face or embedded within the aggregate, to adjust the
local environment or chemistry of partial amphiphiles
that gives rise to local structural changes. Our group
recently published simulations combining DPD [114]
with Split Reactive Brownian Dynamics (SRBD) [163]
to simulate a diblock copolymer vesicle with embed-
ded enzymes that undergoes stochastic chemical reac-
tions [160]. We hypothesized two different enzymatic
reaction mechanisms that will lead to a change in lo-
cal morphology, i.e. catalyze the conversion of local sol-
vent from good solvent to bad solvent for solvophilic
block, andmodifying the solvophobic beads in the outer
corona into solvophilic ones. As shown in Fig. 8 (c), the
two mechanisms resulted in similar swelling at the re-
action site, but the long-time behavior showed a more
persistent local shape change in the second scenario.
We attributed this to the relatively slower lateral diffu-
sion of the bonded polymer chains relative to the non-
bonded solvent beads. We also demonstrated a con-
trolled manipulation of a local morphology by adjust-
ing the chemistry of the converted solvophobic beads,
which might be a useful guide for future experimental
design [160]. These reactive DPD models can explicitly
solve the equation of motion, and can also account for
the dynamic changes due to stochastic reactions at a re-
action rate that depends on the local concentration of
the reactant. We expect to apply the algorithm in other
model systems to studymore complex behaviors such as
inter-micellar interaction and communication via chem-
ical signals.

As suggested by the above studies, the framework of
reaction-diffusion in dynamic amphiphile self-assembly
yields a rich source of pathways to forming complex
structures. These models could possibly be adapted to
study other systems with more extensive local defor-

mations such as protrusion and necking/fission. Mean-
while, there is still room for improvement in the cur-
rent reaction-diffusion models. All of the models men-
tioned above adopt the classical DPD model, which is
most commonly implemented in the canonical ensem-
ble (i.e., holding the number of particles, volume and
temperature constant). But often times when study-
ing the reaction-diffusion process, one must consider
mass transfer and energy exchange with the environ-
ment to account for the continuous input and dissipa-
tion process. Therefore, it may be valuable to adapt
these methods to other ensembles, thus enabling more
sophisticated reaction types that involve decomposition
and size changes of simulation particles.

5 | SIMULATION OF MORPHOL-
OGY CONTROL DUE TO ME-
CHANICAL EFFECT

Since self-assembled amphiphiles are deformable mate-
rials embedded within a fluid, there are also consider-
able mechanical effects that can cause deformation or
even an instability of the structure. This is commonly
seen in biological systems, for example, red blood cells
adapt their shapes dynamically when passing through
blood vessels of different sizes at different flow rates,
as well as in synthetic systems where micellar struc-
tures are extruded through micron-sized filters to get
more uniformly distributed sizes. Subject to external
mechanical forces, amphiphilic molecules exhibit a se-
ries of dynamic variations such as migration, rearrange-
ment/reorientation, and exchange between different ag-
gregates, thereby causing fluctuations in shape.

In this section, we summarize the literature of mod-
eling mechanical effects on self-assembled structures,
with emphasis on spatial confinement, external flows,
and internal active stress. In reality, these mechanical
effects often function cooperatively to affect the shape.
For instance, different geometries and sizes of themicro-
fluid channel result in distinct fluid dynamics, and the in-
ternal stress exerted on the surface of an assembly will
also influence the surrounding fluid and alter the hydro-
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dynamic interactions between the assembly and its envi-
ronment. Regardless, we want to identify the dominant
factor in each of the examples, and introduce some of
the computational approaches that are appropriate for
studying the corresponding dynamic processes.

5.1 | Spatial confinement-induced shape
change

Spatial confinement can significantly affect the struc-
tures, thermodynamics, and mobility of amphiphilic
molecules, thus resulting in different shape-forming be-
haviors compared to those under unconstrained equilib-
rium conditions. [164, 165, 166, 167] When the size of
confinement is comparable to that of the self-assembled
aggregates, the shape-changing behavior of a confined
aggregate can be complex, and the morphology can be
quite different from an aggregate with identical com-
ponents in the bulk. In such cases, the interfacial en-
ergy and entropy become the dominant factors that af-
fect the morphology of self-assemblies [168]. The ca-
pability to predict and control the morphologies of am-
phiphile assemblies in confined space opens new possi-
bilities for designing soft materials with desired physical
behaviors and mechanical properties for drug delivery,
sensor technology, and nanoreactors, among other use-
ful applications.

Confinement-induced changes are often susceptible
to the properties of the self-assembled structure, as sug-
gested by a combined simulation and experimental work
in Ref. 166. In this work, Mukherjee et al. investigated
the effect of nucleus stiffness on the deformation of a
nucleus when passing through confined porous struc-
tures. A plane strain finite element (FE) model system
was set up to mimic the process of a cell entering pores
within a tissue, and the evolution of cell nucleus defor-
mationwas tracked during the confinedmigration at var-
ious levels of nucleus stiffness and tissue stiffness. The
nucleus was modeled as an elastoplastic element with
deformation behavior described by a strain-hardening
power law [169]. The model predicted that plastic de-
formation can happen in two different cases: (1) a stiff
nucleus passing through an even stiffer pore, and (2) a

very stiff nucleus going through a softer tissue matrix.
A dramatic drop in nucleus circularity was observed in
both cases, while kinking of the nuclear membrane only
occurred in the first case. For a soft cell nucleus, the nu-
cleus membranes only went through an elastic deforma-
tion during the confined migration. These predictions
were corroborated by experimental results [166]. This
FE model suggests a possible protective mechanism of
cells by softening the nucleus while migrating through
confined channels since the plastic deformation of nu-
cleus can result in irreversible DNA damage. It may also
inspire the synthesis of artificial materials with better
stability in confined spaces.

Another factor that can affect shape-changing behav-
ior is the geometry of confinement. Kahraman et al.
reported a numerical study of the shape transition of
vesicle membranes within rigid spherical and elliptical
confinement geometries [164]. They imposed this con-
finement on a simplified model of bilayer membranes
by setting constraints on the total surface area and
enclosed volume, while ignoring any other changes in
topology. Then, they numerically solved a set of dif-
ferential equations that describes axisymmetric invagi-
nations. In spherical confinement, when the surface
area of the vesicles increased, they observed a transi-
tion from axisymmetric invaginations to ellipsoidal in-
vaginations to stomatocyte shapes with a slit-like bicon-
cave area in the center. The same transition was also
observed in elliptical confinement except for minor dif-
ferences in local arrangements. They also found that the
length scale of invaginations can be tuned by the sponta-
neous curvature of the membrane, e.g., by introducing
compositional asymmetry in the bilayers. Despite the
simplicity, the model successfully reproduces the basic
invaginations that are fundamental to membrane fold-
ing under external confinement, and contributes to the
understanding of mechanical effects on complex folding
behaviors of the membranes [164].

Some of the more complex confinement geometries
were studied by Ye et al. using a hybrid numerical
method that combines the smoothed dissipative parti-
cle dynamics (SDPD) and immersed boundary method
(IBM), denoted as SDPD-IBM [165]. They first proved
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F IGURE 9 Shape evolution of a red blood cell in a
bifurcated channel. From left to right, the snapshots
are taken at t=0, 5, 10, 15, 30, 60, 75, 90, 105, 120,
130, and 135, respectively. Reprinted figure with
permission from Ref. 165. Copyright 2017 by the
American Physical Society.

the accuracy of their models by (a) comparing the simu-
lation results to the analytical solution for a Newtonian
fluid flow in a rectangular channel, and (b) comparing the
simulation and experimental results of the morphologi-
cal change of vesicle in a rectangular tube. Both valida-
tion approaches suggest good agreement between sim-
ulation, theory, and experiments. With proof of credibil-
ity, they also demonstrated the capability of the model
by simulating the dynamic shape change of red blood
cells in a variety of geometries. We show in Fig. 9 an
example of their SDPD-IBM simulations time series of
a red blood cell flowing in a bifurcate tube [165]. The
SDPD-IBM model is a powerful tool for predicting the
behavior of self-assembled amphiphiles in complex spa-
tial confinement, which are otherwise hard to solve us-
ing analytical approaches. However, such numerical ap-
proaches would benefit from increased attention to a
more general explanation of how confinement geome-
tries regulate the shape-changing dynamics,

5.2 | External flow-induced shape
change

Understanding the dynamics of self-assembled am-
phiphiles in external flow is tough because their shapes
are actively fluctuating and are highly dependent on
the mechanical properties as well as the dynamic
evolution of hydrodynamic interactions and interfacial

stresses [173, 174]. It is also of vital importance since
fluid flow effects contribute to biological characteris-
tics of living organisms such as cell division, and can
also be applied to synthetic systems to create similar be-
haviors [175]. In this section, we are particularly inter-
ested in simulation studies of how vesicular structures
deform in external flow. Multiple modes of motion, in-
cluding tank-treading, tumbling, and trembling are ob-
served to be a function of the shear rate as well as the
viscosity contrast between the vesicle, the encapsulated
fluid, and the surrounding fluid [173, 174, 176, 177, 178,
179, 180]. These different modes of motion can further
generate structural and viscoelastic property variations
in the amphiphiles, hence producing a variety of mor-
phoregulation pathways.

It is insightful to first examine how flat bilayers re-
spond to external shear flow as a basis for understand-
ing deformation mechanisms and shape stability of vesi-
cles. At the individual molecule level, DPD simulations
by Chen et al. suggest that different values of the exter-
nal flow rate can have a significant impact on the radius
of gyration of individual amphiphiles, thus changing the
local spontaneous curvature of bilayer structures [181].
Aggregate bilayer assembly behavior in shear flow par-
allel to the bilayer was more systematically investigated
using CGMD by Hanasaki et al. [182]. With an increas-
ing shear rate, the microscopic structures shift from
slight tilting in the shear direction, to buckling, to a
Kelvin-Helmholtz-like instability with swirling patterns,
eventually leading to the collapse of the bilayer struc-
ture. The instability is due to a significant shear flow ve-
locity gradient across the normal direction of the bilayer
that pulls apart the individual amphiphiles. When the un-
dulation is insufficient to maintain the dynamic molecu-
lar reorganization, the membrane starts to fall apart and
rupture. The critical shear rate and other physical pa-
rameters are highly dependent on the domain size of the
bilayer [182].

The effects of flow rate and amphiphile properties
on vesicle shape have been extensively studied using
DPD simulations [183, 170, 171]. For example, Liu et
al. studied diblock copolymer vesicles in cylindrical flow
fields [183]. They found that increasing the shear rate
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F IGURE 10 Flow induced morphological change in vesicles. (a) Stable structures of vesicles with hairy lipids in
Poiseuille flow at Re = 38 and different lipid concentrations. The top panel shows hairy lipids with longer tethered
segments, and the bottom shows shorter tethered segments. Adapted with permission from Ref. 170. Copyright
2017 American Chemical Society. (b) Time series of block copolymer vesicles in external flow fields. The top panel
demonstrates the division of coil-coil vesicles, whereas the bottom panel shows the detachment of a group of
rod-coil chains and the subsequent formation of a tail-like micelle. Adapted with permission from Ref. 171.
Copyright 2022 Wiley-VCH GmbH. (c) Simulation snapshots of vesicles with loaded small molecules (colored
particles) in shear flow. The vesicle displays an elongated shape, and the loaded molecules are released without
vesicle rupture. Adapted with permission from Ref. 172 under the terms of the Creative Commons CC BY license.

causes the elongation and subsequent shape transition
of the vesicle. A series of morphologies were spotted
at different shear rates in their simulations, including
bullet-like vesicles, leaking vesicles, spherical micelles,
hamburger-like micelles, and bilayers. They also found
that the shape-changing effect is more pronounced un-
der stronger confinement. Additionally, they discovered
that the rupture time displays a non-linear decreasing
trend as a function of increased shear rate [183].

Chu et al. explored a bacteria-mimicking hybrid vesi-
cle with normal lipids and hairy lipids (i.e., lipids with
tethered hydrophilic heads) under Poiseuille flow con-
ditions [170]. Fig. 10 (a) summarizes the results at a rel-
atively high Reynolds number (Re = 38) and different
concentrations of hairy lipids, with the top panel show-
ing longer tethered segments and the bottom demon-
strating shorter tethered segments. Their results sug-

gest that the vesicles become more resistant to defor-
mation with the increase in length and concentration of
tethered segments, since they tend to create a larger ex-
cluded volume and shield the vesicles from the mechan-
ical impact of solvent beads [170].

Finally, Wu et al. examined the effect of stiffness of
the block copolymer on the mechanical stability of vesi-
cles under flow fields [171]. Their simulations demon-
strate that rod-coil block copolymer (RC) vesicles (where
the block copolymer has one semiflexible block) have a
less distorted shape compared to coil-coil block copoly-
mer (CC) vesicles under the same conditions. The rup-
ture behaviors are also different between the two differ-
ent kinds of assemblies, as shown in Fig. 10 (b). For the
CC vesicles, rupture occurs via a division-like pathway
where necking occurs and the vesicles break into two
separate parts. Whereas for the RC vesicles, the struc-
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tures largely maintain the original organization, with a
couple of chains pulled out to form an elongated tail-like
micelle due to the stretch in flow [171].

Changes in structural properties can also be implied
from the simulation results. Brandner et al. presented
a Lattice Boltzmann Molecular Dynamics (LBMD) sim-
ulation of vesicles in external shear flow [172]. As ex-
pected, they observed a transition from a spherical to
a prolate shape when the vesicle is subject to external
shear flow. Meanwhile, they also investigated the shear-
induced release of small molecules encapsulated in the
vesicle. As shown in Fig. 10 (c), their results show that
shear also induces a small amount of release of material
from the vesicle interior, followed by a collective evac-
uation due to the constant mechanical stress from the
external fluid. It is noteworthy that the release occurs
without any breakage or disruption of the closed vesi-
cle structure, which implies that the release is a conse-
quence of an increase in the permeability of the vesi-
cle [172]. Hypothetically this is due to the local reorien-
tation of the amphiphiles and the associated decrease
in the energy barrier of membrane transport. More pa-
rameters can be systematically explored to achieve the
controlled adjustment of the effective permeability of
the vesicle membrane using fluid flow.

5.3 | Internal active stress-induced
shape change

Besides exterior mechanical effects, morphological
changes can also emerge from the internal stresses
caused by active self-propelled components encapsu-
latedwithin the closed surfaces. The self-propelled com-
ponents can push against the flexible surface, exert-
ing forces pointing outwards and causing deformations
such as protrusion or elongation. In addition, spherical
active particles under confinement have the tendency
to get trapped in regions with a high concave curvature,
which is not a property that has been discovered in pas-
sive Brownian particles [184, 186]. In the case of active
filaments, the alignment of the rods also has a similar
effect to that of the spherical ones [185].

Vutukuri et al. presented a combined experimen-

tal and simulation study that demonstrates an exciting
case of a giant unilamellar vesicle with encapsulated
spherical Janus particles [184]. They performed coarse-
grained Langevin dynamics simulations to understand
the dynamic membrane changes observed in experi-
ments. As shown in Fig. 11 (a), they constructed a sim-
ulated state diagram as a function of the Péclet number
(Pe) and volume fraction of the Janus particles (φ). Ex-
otic structures including tether-like protrusions and den-
dritic structures were observed at low or medium φ and
relatively high Pe regimes. At lowφ and low Pe, the vesi-
cles only demonstrate slight fluctuation and maintain a
quasi-sphericle shape. At highφ, the vesicles go through
a more global shape change with more extended shapes
at relatively higher Pe, and the Janus particles tend to
accumulate on one side of the structure [184].

Another similar model system, but with anisotropic
active filaments, was reported by Peterson et al. [185]
They also constructed a series of morphology diagrams.
We show in Fig. 11 (b) one of the representative dia-
grams, where the abscissa is the volume fraction of the
active filament (φ) and the ordinate is the aspect ratio
(α ) of the filament. More state diagrams in other di-
mensions such as filament rigidity and Péclet can be
found in Ref. 185. In addition to exerting mechanical
forces on the surface, the filaments themselves can also
organize into a diversity of structures, including highly
aligned rings and caps with controllable sizes and sym-
metry. The simulation results suggest a positive feed-
back loop of the vesicle shape change, where the ac-
tive stress from active motion causes the deformation
of the surface, and the lateral stress from deformation
in return affects the organization of the active filaments.
The authors also presented a scaling analysis with re-
gard to how the feedback can lead to the final emergent
structures [185]. They compared two different time
scales: the pairwise collision of filaments (τcoll) and the
filament-vesicle alignment due to rotation (τrot). They
concluded that the deformation is more pronounced
when τcoll<τrot, that is, when the deformation response
of the membrane is faster than the self-organization of
the active filaments [185].

Studies of internal active stress-induced morphology
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(a) (b)

F IGURE 11 Internal active stress induced shape change. (a) Simulated state diagram of vesicles with enclosed
spherical Janus Particles. The x-axis is the volume fraction of the Janus particle (φ), and the y-axis is the Péclet
numbers (Pe). Adapted with permission from Ref. 184 under exclusive license to Springer Nature Limited. (b) An
example morphology diagram of vesicles with encapsulated active filaments. The x-axis is the volume fraction of the
Janus particle (φ), and the y-axis is the aspect ratio of the filament (α ). Reprinted from Ref. 185 under the terms of
the Creative Commons CC BY license.

changes have just started to emerge in synthetic sys-
tems. The above simulation results provide a deeper
understanding of the underlying mechanisms of form-
ing these unique morphologies and could have a pro-
found impact on future experimental designs for mate-
rials of self-assembled structures with enclosed active
components. The simulated state diagrams can be used
to guide the engineering of amphiphilic assemblies with
desirable shapes and dynamics, or even more exciting
biomimetic behaviors. In addition, as suggested by the
authors, the emergence of novel morphologies involves
two major processes. One is the deformation of the
membrane due to internal stress imposed by the active
components. The other is the reorganization of the ac-
tive filaments or the accumulation of the active spheres
in response to the generated surface curvature. The
combined process has the potential to serve as an in-
tricate feedback loop to enable dynamic control of self-
assembled structures. We envision that further devel-
opment in this area can inspire the synthesis of novel
functional materials.

6 | CONCLUSIONS AND OUT-
LOOK

While the self-assembly of amphiphilic molecules has
been an active research topic for decades, ongoingwork
continues to be a fruitful area of research in modern
nanotechnology, and the knowledge generated in this
field contributes to the development of current and fu-
ture technologies in drug delivery, bioremediation, sen-
sor materials, nano-reactors and so on. In this review,
we summarize some of the recent simulation studies re-
lated to non-equilibriummorphological control over self-
assembled amphiphiles using a variety of different types
of models and methods. We have focused on two pri-
mary categories of morphological controls: those aris-
ing from kinetic effects and those from mechanical ef-
fects. The literature surveyed here provides especially
pertinent insights into actively controlling the shape of
a self-assembled aggregate and using path-dependency
to realize complex metastable structures. Despite the
recent progress, there are a number of open problems
related to non-equilibrium mophological control. Be-
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cause general theories of non-equilibrium assembly are
not widely available, simulations will continue to be im-
portant, and improved simulation models and method-
ologies will play a key role. Looking forward, we pro-
vide some thoughts about prospective research direc-
tions and open questions that may be important in the
years to come.

Despite years of investigation, there still remain open
questions about equilibrium physical properties that are
important for morphological control. For instance, the
bending rigidity and elasticity of self-assembled struc-
tures play an important role in controlling the shape, be-
cause they describe the sensitivity of structures subject
to environmental fluctuation. The bending stiffness of
membranes has been actively researched for decades,
and important fundamental work has been published
relating the effect of parameters including composition,
membrane thickness, surface charge and beyond to con-
tinuummembrane properties [187, 188, 189]. However,
to the best of our knowledge, the literature is still sparse
regarding the quantitative relationships and the possi-
ble cooperative effects of these features on the bend-
ing modulus. A better understanding of these physical
properties will allow for more precise manipulation of
the assembled structures.

Though we primarily focus on coarse-grainedmodels
in this review, there are also important open questions
at the atomistic level in order that one must address
to fully understand the mechanisms of non-equilibrium
morphological control. Atomistic models are suitable
for studying detailed dynamics of small systems with
very few surfactants or a single aggregate, but such cal-
culations are costly for problems involving interactions
of multi-colloidal systems. The limitations imposed by
high computational costs can potentially be solved by
developing better parallelization algorithms and utiliz-
ing ever-increasing computational ability, or by devel-
oping force fields that implicitly account for solvation
effects (the majority of the simulation beads are sol-
vent species since the micellar systems are essentially
dilute solutions of amphiphilic surfactants). Most im-
plicit models are built on some simple assumptions, for
example, that non-polar groups occupy the non-polar

media, whereas polar and charged groups possess an ex-
tended and relaxed conformation in water. It is impor-
tant to properly account for the relative contributions
from different groups of atoms, and amore careful selec-
tion of mapping metrics (e.g., contour length, excluded
volume) is needed for optimizing the force field param-
eters instead of the relatively simple free energy match-
ing. Note that these same principles also apply to CG
mapping for coarse-grained models. Additionally, more
work is needed on solvent species other than water.

Machine learning is currently revolutionizing other
areas of simulation, and it provides another promis-
ing direction in terms of studying the shape control
of self-assembled amphiphiles. As a matter of fact,
some state-of-art approaches have already emerged to
use machine learning algorithms to predict amphiphile
structures, protein aggregation, conformation switching,
among others [190, 191, 192, 193]. Generally speak-
ing, predictions using machine learning methods work
well for systems with relatively few input degrees of
freedom. However, it is not easy to identify which de-
grees of freedom are predictive of non-equilibrium self-
assembly processes, and the rugged energy landscapes
present in these systems lead to degeneracy that fur-
ther complicates predictions. Additionally, accurate pre-
dictions require a gigantic amount of data points as the
training set, which can be extremely expensive to ob-
tain, and the reliability of the learning algorithm is highly
susceptible to errors. Consequently, successfully apply-
ingmachine learning predictions to non-equilibrium self-
assembly will likely require some combination of more
accurate and less expensive models to provide reliable
training sets, and dimensionality reduction to identify
the dominant factors that affect dynamic assembly pro-
cesses,

Finally, computational studies are needed to address
more complex systems including those with multiple
species and more intricate (e.g., highly-branched or den-
dritic) amphiphile architectures. Multi-component sys-
tems tend to produce structures with balanced mechan-
ical stability and biocompatibility, and complex hierar-
chical assemblies might facilitate the design of multi-
stage programmable responses, both of which could
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contribute to material systems with biomimetic or other
useful properties or behaviors. Simulations of these sys-
tems might also accelerate the discovery of dual or even
multiple stimuli-responsive amphiphiles that are applica-
ble under various conditions.

In conclusion, there is much progress to be made
in this exciting field and simulations will be a critical
component to our understanding of controlling the non-
equilibrium morphology of amphiphilic assemblies. We
anticipate that the future development of computer-
aided approaches in these areas will both deepen our
understanding of fundamental biological processes and
will lead to the design and implementation of smart syn-
thetic systems in current and future technologies.
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